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ATIDENIUM 

Fq. 1 shows the angular dx&nce below the horizon of the 
firthermost poxt which the pilot would rewire to see in order 
to obtain visual gu~dsnce from a given height. Thus infoxmatlon 
enables the reader to obtszn an impression of tit the pdot is 
looking at, but for purposes of calculation, what is more often 
wsnted is the m required for guidance from a sven height. 
These ranges are given UI Fig. 5. 
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ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTADLISHMIW 

The effect on weather minima of approach speed, 
cockpit cut-off angle end type of approach coupler 

for a given landing success rate and level of safety 

13. S. &&w-t, BSc., A.R.C.Sc.I. 
and 

J. W. Spark., B.Sc. 

The perfomance of instr?slent approach aids, as for mstanoe I.L.S. and 
G.C.A., has hitherto been assessed in two weys. The first way is to 
detemine the mean and maxurwm deviations from en adeal path. Tbas is of 
little use to the airxaft operator, since his fundamental interests are 
weather minima en?4 safety. The second rvay is to determine the lowest 
height dam to which the approach aid can be used and still allow sufficient 
time for the pilot to transfer to visual ground references and make any 
corrective manoeuvres which mqy be necessary. This as more useful to the 
operator, but to apply it, asounptions have to be made as to the final 
corrective manoeuvres which the -pilot is willing and able to make under 
visual guidaxe in bad visibility. In the past the assumptions made have 
been arbitraql, ati have been related mainly to the manoeuvring character 
istics of the aircraft. 

During 1955/56, fkll scale flight tests have detenuned the times 
actually taken to correct ezz.x&h displacements of various magnitudes, end 
it nom seems that these final manoeuvres are closely related to the human 
characte,ristics of the Rilot. Durxng the zame period, operational research 
and simulated tests have determined the mirm.nmm visuel stlmulus which must 
exist if the pilot is to make these manxuvres with an acceptable level of 
safety. This note utilises these results to show the effect on viwe.l 
range and cloud base of approach speed, accuracy ofinstnwnent sld, cockpit 
cut-off aqle, width of runway, and length of approach lighting pattern, for 
a given landz.ng sucoess rate. 

It is pointed out that with a ground pattern lnhich includes crossbars 
the visual wfomnation becomes'adequate in the horizontal plane at a greater 
height then it does in the vertical plane. There are theoretical reasons 
for thinking that in marginal weather conditions, n9 improvements in the 
ground patternwill ever rose-the qwJ.ity of the guidance in the vertical 
plane to that which e&&s anthe horizontal plane. The implications of 
this are w;r.despread, and hav.e.-a;bearq on factors such as the flying 
controls of the e@x.ft, the ooo$pit procedures used at landing, the G.C.A. 
patter, the provision of sight-xngdevices in the cockpit, and the use of 
smulators for tmkxing in vised landings. These factors are discussed, 
partaouhrly in reldion to future aiircraft, and some suggestions for 
Improving safety are made. 
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I Introduction 

1.1 kt present when an ;urcraf't &nds in bad visibility two systems of 
guidance are used, 811 mst~xment system for the initial approach, and a 
visual system for the final stage of' the approach snd landing. The per- 
formance of each system influences the perfonnsnce of the combination, and 
it IS therefore difficult to disentangle the various factors, and assess 
their effects on the landing success rate at sny given level of safety and 
in any given visibi'lity and type of aircraft. Some recent mark has, 
however, made it possible to devise a simple method which could eventually 
be made to give quantitative ansvrers to some at least of the questions 
vtich the operator has been &slung for many years. It is the object of 
this note to describe the general method, and draw attention to some of 
its implications. 

1.2 To obtain exact quantitative answers in the csse of a particular 
operation involvsng a given set of parameters, it is necessary that the 
values assigned to these should correctly represent the particular case. 
The values used in this repcrt are intended to represent civil operations 
at the present tune, but it may \-Jell be that they will need to be smended 
m the light of future experience, It is believed, however, that they a~= 
already sufficiently representative to enable a re&stic pxture to be 
obtmed of the effect cf chenges ~TI parameters such as amrosch speed, 
cockpit cut-off angle, socuracy of appro%h coupler, width of runvfay, 
length of approsoh lighting pattern etc. The implications should therefore 
be t&en into account in designing airoraft, ulstrument approach systems, 
and airfields. They also mggest a review of the procedures used in the 
cockpit and by the G.C.A. oontioller. Indeed the implications are so 
widespread end lmportent, both for safety and landing success, that it is 
suggested that this note should be rcgariied z.n the first place as putting 
forward a basis for discussions out of vrhich a more realistic way of looking 
at the landing problem may omcrge. If accepted, it can then be regarded as 
providing a simple theoretical frsmework into which the results of future 
o-geratlonsl research can be fitted. 

2 The various forms of approach coupler 

2.1 In the instrument system used for the lnitisl (non-visual) portion of 
the approach, information obtained fmm a radio or radar beam is fed into 
a "coupler" which operates the si.rcraf?t controls. There are two classes of 
coupler, "manual", in vhich the human pilot operates the controls, and 
"automatx", in which an automatic pilot operates them. 

2.2 In the coupler known as "conventional manual lIS", information obtained 
from two radio beams is displayed on a meter with two crossed pointers, the 
"vertlcd" one indicating en@tar displacement riGht snd. left from the 
runway centre line, and the "horzeontal" one indicating angular displacement 
up and Oom from the glide path. The pilot combines the displacement 
information obtained from this meter with the rate information given by 
other flight instruments i.e. heahng and rate of descent respectively, and 
mentally compltes what control movements are re+red to chsnge the rate 
terms so that zero displacement is obtained in each plsne. In other words, 
the pilot is continually matching rate and displacement indications in 
other to aohieve sero displacement <end sero rate of change of displacement 
as the end condition. This matching process, kich the pilot has to perform 
in two planes at the same time, is a difficult and uncertain operation, 
neehng much skxll and constant practice before the amplitude of the 
oscillations of the flight track about the defined path can be kept withm 
acceptable limits. In the presence of disturbing factors such as oross- 
wind, turbulence or beam bends, thrs task is so difficult that it is a 
question &ether it is not beyond what a human being can safely be asked 
to do as a regular operation as approsoh speeds increase. 
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2.3 In the coupler known as "menual ILS with flight director", this 
matching process is done in an nutomatic computer, snd the znstzument 
disp~ incorporates four moving elements. TWJ of these elements gave 
the displacements, and the other two tell the pdot what to do with the 
fl$ng controls zn order to obt,ain and hold eero d&splacements in the tvm 
planes. This mcskes the matching prccess easy, szd greatly reduces the 
mental loti on the pilot. He is able to follow the defzned path more 
closely, and the chance of a visual mis;ludgment at the moment of trsnsi- 
tion from instrument to visuoJ.~flight is reduced. 

2.k An automatic coupler reduces the mark load OP the pilot a stage Mher. 
Signals fron the oomputer are fea into an automatic pilot, ena the Men 
pilot merely monitors the approach, using either a CTOSS pointer meter or a 
flight director. 

2.5 In the coupler knoym as "manual G.C.A.", radar scanning devices are 
used to display the aircraft situation in plan sn5 in elevation to a gwund 
controller who is in radio ccimnunication mith the pilot. In azimuth, the 
pilot is given rate information in the f@n of headings to fly but is given 
little displacement information. In elevation, the G.C.A. controller gives 
the pilot displacement information m the form of actual distarze above and 
below glide path, but gives little lnstructionxith regard to rate of 
descent. There is, however, a time lag in obtsining and passing the 
infoeormation, and this can be dangerous, particularly at high speeds, if 
for any reason the pilot is unable to maintain a stable track in elevation. 
No extra equiment is required on the .&-craft, but on the other hand, the 
pilot has to rely on the skill snd foresight of a ground controller. In 
civil operations, there msy also be a language difYidLty which increases 
thetimelsg. 

3 The comepts of approach success and 1 zindhg success 

3.1 These different couplers have their advantages and disadvantsges,and it 
is important to assess their performance correctly, so as to be able to 
judge which one will give the best ccmbinatlon of safety, overall lsnding 
access rate and general reU.,ability. One wy of assessing these couplers 
is to make a large number of approaches with a representative grarp of 
piLots in vanous weather conditions "I and obtain a figure for the standard 
deviation of displacement from the defined path at ve..rious positions on the 
approach. This pits the couplers in sn oxder of merit, but gives no answer 
to the practical question of what leather a partioular combination of 
sirwxdt and ooupler till defeat m actual operations. 

3.2 In 1950 the Sperry Gyroscope Compsny of America suggested' that the 
performance of a coupler at any height on the approach should be assessed 
by giving the pementage of approaches in which It brought the aircraft into 
a situation such that a lznding could ther. be made pnth a standardisea 
fWalmenoeuvre. This manoeuvre was based on what they thought to be sn 
acceptable msxinnxn rate of roll an3 IUZ&ID bank angle for a p&;lcdar 
sircreft . This perzentsge was cjllea the "approach success" of the couple% 
aircraft combination at that heqht. This gives a better picture of the 
relative performances of the various couplers, but it is more useM to 
the coupler designer than to the olrcrzt't operator. What the operator 
>wnts to knov~ 1s not the approsch success at a given height, but the landing 
success in given meteorological conditions for sn simraf't with a given 
cockpit cut-off angle when this aircrsf't IS lsndzng at an airport with a 
given pattern of visual sids end a given width of xunvqy. To obtain this 
it is necessary to set up a "standard visual pilot" for each cut-off s&e 
and pattern, I.e. to set up a family of curves giving the smount of the 
pattern which the average operational pilot mcwld require to see at any 
height in other to be able to m&e his final manoeuvre. Such a family of 
curves is shown in Fig.1 for three different ground patterns, all with 
crossbars. These curves have been arrived at by a study of the records 
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of many thousands of instrument approaches at civil airpona, by a con- 
sideration of the weather nurmma v&ich have been found to gile acceptable 
levels of safety m civil operations, by questioning large numbers of pilots 
over a period of years, snd by watching the behaviour of representative 
practising pilots on a landing sirrmlator. By using curves of this kind, 
and assuming a fmal manoeuvre which correctly represents what the average 
practising pilot is mrU3ng and aLle to do, the operator can, as explained 
below, obtain a realistic picture of how the various factors which control 
the lsnding mzcess rate are inter-related. 

3.3 A given set of curves represent:. a certain stand& of pilot trairmng 
and experxence , dnd a certain level of safety, and it is open to any 
operator to prepare a different set is he thinks that these will fit his 
particular type of operation more closely. However this may te, it IS 
suggested that the curves U-I Fig.(l) are representative enough to be used 
as a basis for comparing the relative performance of the different couplers 
over a tide range of operatw conditions. 

3.4 A detailed description of how these curves were derived is outside the 
scope of this note, because, as stated above, the obJect is merely to 
present a general picture of the landing problem based on assumptions about 
the nature and limitations of visual guSance which are believed to be more 
reslistio than those previously used. A partial. explanation is, however, 
given in the notes on Fig.1, and an example of how to use the diagram is 
given in Fig.lA. In Fig.lA the f'ull tie curve, XYZ, is the guidance curve 
for a nominal cut-off sngle of IO0 and an approach lighting system 3000 f't 
long tith crossbars every 500 ft. Becwse the pattern is 3000 f't long, the 
Parl;icular curves used in kg.lA are those marked (c) and (3) in Pig.1. If 
the pattern hsd been 1500 ft long, the curves marked (2) and (b) would have 
been used, and if there had been no approach pattern at all, the curves 
(I) and (a) vmuld have been used. 

3.5 The part of the pattern which the pilot requires to see in order to 
obtain via&t gudance a.s called the "guiclsnce sqnent", and this msy be 
expressed either as an Engle or a length. Fig.1 gives only the angular 
segments, but frcm these the lengths, and also the visual ranges, can be 
calculated, as shown in the table on Flg.qA. Yhenthe azmraft is 
mannerwring z.n the vertical plane, the siee of the visual segment varies 
for any given range, because of the changes sn pitch attitude of the 
aircraft. These changes are taken as being Iso above snd below the pitch 
attitude for a steady descent on glide path at the correct speed, and the 
part of the visual segment &ich is regarded as being effective is that 
which always remains s.n view during these changes. The guiclsnce curve for 
any sngle of cut-off has a discontinuity at the height at which the outer 
most end of the ground pattern comes under the effective cut-off line of 
the cockpit. 
GO, 

For a nominal cut-off angle of IO', the effective cut-off is 
and the discontinuity occurs at a height on glide path of 300 feet. 

At this point the length of the guidawe segment 1s minimum. Below this 
point the length increases until the height is reached at v&ich the ilaze- 
out begins. If the downwti view is good, i.e. the cut-off angle is 12 
or more, then the increase in pitch attitude dursng the flare-out has little 
effect, and the length at touchdown is only a little less than the runway 
vlmal range. If, however the angle of cut-off is less than y", the effect 
of a chqge in pitch attitude is large, 
7O, 

and vnth cut-off angles less than 
visual gudance for a few seconds before touchdownmay cease to exist, 

due to the nose-up attitude of the aircraft. It is for this reason that 
the curves for angles of 9' end below are shown dotted for heights below 
50 ft. 

4 The final manoeuvres under VUXKL guidance 

4.1 The assessment of the various couplers deperds greatly on the 
mBpoeuvres tilich it is assumed the pilot is prepared to make under vlslal 
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guiaance. If it IS assumed that these depend m& on the lateral 
manoeuvrability characteristics of the aircraft, and that substantial 
alterations to the flight path will be made simultaneously in both the 
horxxntal and vertical planes rqht down to runway level, then the coupler 
till be assessed as being successful down to alowheight, which vii11 be 
lower the more manoeuvrable the aircraft. If, on the other hand, it is 
assumed that these final manoeuvres depend mainly on the psychological 
capabilities of the pilot in interpreting the visual indications in bad 
visibility, and that the manoeuvres he IS able end will.ing to make are 
v&thin the capabilities of the aircraft, then the height down to which the 
coupler as assessed as successful vnll be higher, and ~$11 not depend much 
on the lateral maxxxvrabiliQ characteristics of the aircr ft. The 
axaxnptlons made by the Sperry Company, and later by Mercer 3 , were based 
largely on the capabilito.es of the aircraft, and as a result, automatic 
couplers were assessed as giving an approach success of IO@ at heights of 
the order of 100 feet3. This result was known to be about 100 feet lower 
than the heights which had been found to be acceptable in actitdl operations, 
It was realised that there rmst be sane error in the assumptions, but there 
was at that time no data on tiich more realistic ones could be based. 

4.2 In 1955-56 flaght tests were made at R.A.E. vsith two groups of pilots, 
one a group of civil pilots flyzng the aircraft to which t k ey were accustomed, 
and the other an experienced group of military test pilots . The task was to 
correct lateral displacements of givenmegnitudes, this being the manoeuvre 
which in general controls the suocess rate of the combined approach and 
lending operation. The civil pilots were asked to make the manoeuvre as they 
would do it ux actual operations, and the test pilots to make it as quickly 
as they thought was safe. Most of the eimraft were propeller driven trans- 

POtiS. The results showed that the differences between the groups were 
small, and somewhat surprisingly, that the time taken to correct a given 
displacement was nearly the same for all thx=es of aircraft tested, 
although these had different approach speeds, maximum rates of roll, maximum 
axelerations m ml1 etc. The explanation of this would seem to be that the 
violence of the final manoeuvre is lixuted by vhat the pilot is prepared to 
do, rather then by the manoeuvring capabilities of the aircraft. 

4.3 This IS an elegant result, because it means, firstly, that standard 
manoeuvres can be set up which are closely representative of all existing 
types of transport aircraft, end secondly, that it becomes a simple matter 
to show the effect of changing the approach speed. The time-distae 
relationship used in this note is the average of these found in the above 
tests for the cavil group. This o.s as follows:- 

Side-stepping distance Time taken to correct 

0 feet 0 seconds 
,I 

2 " 
II 

25 It 
200 fl 15.0 I8 
330 n 17.5 " 
500 fl 20.0 Is 

Sane track heading at end of manoeuvre as at beginning. 
Wings level at beginning and ena ofmanomwre. 

5 Visual guidance in elevation and its effects on the final manoeuvre 

5.1 In 1955 a bad weather landing simulator was completed at R.A.E. vtich 
enabled a subject "pilot" to make an instrument approach, and then "go 
visml" at scme hexght detemrined by the partrcular visual range and 
particular angle of cockpit cut-off for which the simulator was set up. 
Many pilots with vaq5ng degrees of experience in instnnnent flying made 
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approaches on this simulator usang the I.L.S. orcuss pointer meter or 
G.C.A. and their behaviour was caref'ully observed psrticulsrly airing and 
after the trsnsitlon from instrument to visual flight. Without telling the 
subJect, various disturbing factors such as a&meter errors, radio beam 
distortions, crosswind changes with altitude,vislbility chsnges with 
altitude, were introduced, either singly or in combination. It was found 
that the subject fresuently deviated from the nominal glidepath during end 
after the trensition, but there was a tendency to go below glldepath rather 
than above. (This tendency has also been noticed by G.C.A. controllers.) 
It was also noticed that the msggmtude of the deviation from glidepath was 

correlated with the difficulty of the azxnuth manoeuvre which faced the 
subject. In some cases the deviation was sufficient to cause an undershoot. 
Nhen tbxs happened the sjlbJect invariably stated that he hal a sudden 
impression of being too low some seconds before striking the ground, but 
there was not sufficient time to pull up. These tests made it quite clear 
that the quality of the visual guidance was nearly perfect in azimAh, 
provided that crossbars were used in the ground pattern, but was very 
imperfect an elevation at all heights above about 100 feet. This 18 in 
accor(lance vsllh the streamer theory of visual judgments in motion, but it 
had not been realised that the situationwas aspotentially dangerous as 
these tests showed it to be. 
found in Reference (5). 

An account of the streamer theory 7~~11 be 

5.2 For the sbcve tests the pitch control on the simulator gave a positive 
stabihty in that the "aircraft" could be trunmed to have a desired rate of 
descent, This remained constent unless the pilot exerted snd maintained 
presslre on the elevator control. If the elevator control was disturbed 
and then released, the "sxcraf't" changed Tit&, and in consequence, rate 
of descent, but returned to o.ts original pitch attitude and rate of descent 
several seconds after the control was released, the actual time depending 
upon the msgrutude and duration of the control displacement. Further tests 
were made an which this positive stability was removed, end the patch 
control made neutrslljr stable. In this second case the siiroraft took up 
a different pitch attitude end rate of descent after the elevator control 
had been moved and then released. In the first case there was a connection 
betvieen stick force and both rave of change of nitch attitude (or "g"), and 
to a lesser extent, rate of descent. In the second case there was a connec- 
tion between stick foroe and rate of change of pitch attitude only. This 
change in the pitch control tended to increase the mgnitude of the devia- 
tions above and below glidepath, psrt~cularly when the pilot was flying 
vE.ually. If disturbing factors were introduced, undershoots were more 
frequent then with the original control system. 

5.3 It was concluded from these tests that a high level of safety in 
manual approaches can only be ensured if two requarements are met. The 
first is that the pilot must be skilful enough in cnstwnent flying to be 
able to establish end hold a plane of descent close to or coincident with 
the instrumental glide path. (In en I.L.S. approach this means holding the 
horizontal needle of the cross-pointer meter steady on a small or sem 
deflection.) The second requirement is that the aimrsft control system 
must be such as to enable the pal.ot, when he "goes visual", to know by the 
fkel of the elevator control that he is continuing to follow the plane of 
descent previously established. These two requirements arose from the fact 
that, in the absence of the real horizon, there is an interval between the 
time when the pilot makes visual contact with the ground pattern and begins 
the side-stepping mwoedvre, and the time when he becomes able to see 
accurately where the sircraft is go~.ng in the vertical plane. Since the 
cratical heights used in civil operations are usually between 200 snd 300 
feet, and the height at \;rbich visa&. guidance an the vertical plane becomes 
adequate msy be as low as 100 feet, this time Interval in marginal condi- 
tlons 1s wL!i.kel.y to be less than IO seconds, end may well be as long as 
20 seconds. If the az~~raft control system is such that the pilot cannot, 
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by mesns of elevator feel, contime along the plane of descent established 
on instruments, then during this interval the flight path will, in a number 
of cases, depart from the glide path to such en extent that the tangent will 
intersect the ground short of the threshold. The pilot will have warning of 
this at a height, which, as mentioned above, may, in meqinal conditions, be 
as low as 100 feet. Whether this height ~~11 be sufficient to prevent en 
undershoot will depend largely on the rate of descent, the speed, end the 
characteristics of the olrcraft. 

5.4 If the pilot is melAg a correction in azimuth the warning indications 
are less definite, because addition&l. motions, on:, sideways and the other 
rotational, first in one direction and then in the other, are superimposed 
on the streamer pattern. Experxnce seems to show that with the crossbar 
pattern the warning time is an fact just sufficient for the present genera- 
tion of propeller driven aircraft, because in 5 years or so no sermus 
undershoot accident due to a visual misjudginent has been reported on this 
pattern, although on a few occasions, eircrart have been known to strike the 
approach lights with theirundercarrlages. The margin of safety, therefore, 
is very smell, and may not be sufficient for f'uture aircraft. There are 
three reasons for tbis:- 

(a) approach speeds, are tending to rise, end this for a given glidepath 
angle means increased sinking speeds. For a given vertxal decelcratzon 
the height required to stop the aircraft sinking is proportional to the 
square of the speed. 

(b) at speeds near the stall, the jet propelled eixraft has less 
potential lift increase immediately available, because of the absence 
of slipstream effect over the wing. 

(c) the intrcduction of certsxn plan forms, particularly the "pure 
delta", results m an increase in the time taken to achieve a given 
increase in lift by means of elevator control, even at normal instrument 
approach speeds. 

If the gux?e.nce z.n elevation is not ~mpmved, sS3 present procedures rema 
unchanged, then the undershoot rate will probably go up. That is needed to 
prevent this is to "quxken It the indications by tiproving both the displace- 
ment and the rate infomnatlon. It would seem that there are only two ways of 
doing this visually. The first is to produce a line which the pilot sees 
when he looks through his windscreen and which always remains coincident with 
the true horizon. This would restore his datm for estimating pitch attitude 
and his dxplacement from glidepath in bad visibility, and would enable him 
to carry out the matching process in the vertical plane. The practical 
difficulties of such an lnstellation are, however, very considerable since 
it VWLZ~~ Involve a proJection device like a large optical gunsight and gyro- 
scopic stabilisation. Th+ second method is to use an improved form of angle 
of approach indicated on the ground, end combine this vath stub bars. This 
greatly improves the displecement information in moderate end good visibility, 
and the installation is simple and cheap. The best solution xould be, of 
course, to use both methods together. 

5.5 Since the process of correcting errors in the horizontal plane impairs 
the pilot's capacity to judge the situation and make edjustments in the 
vertical plane, it would seem that in bad visibility the side-stepping 
manoeuvre should be completed some seconds before the flare begins, It is 
assumed in this note that this manoeuvre should be completed at a height 
such that the aircraft is 6 seconds from the gruund at the nomnal sinking 
speed for the approach. If the height of the pilot's head above the wheels 
is taken as 15 feet, and the glidepath is 1 in 20, this height is 78 feet 
for sn approach speed of 125 knots, end 103 feet for sn approach speed of 
175 knots. Thzs sgrees closely with the views expressed at various meetings 
of the Flight Study Group of the Technical Committee of the International 
hir Transport Association6. 
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5.6 Two more assumptions are necessary to relate the final manoeuvre to 
the dimensions of the runway. It 1s assmwd in this note that the Tllot, 
when he reaches the height defued above, ml1 accept the sltuatlon 3.f the 
amraft 1s not less thsn 50 feet from the runway edge, and is tracking 
substsntlally parallel to the centre-line with wings level. It 1s also 
assuned that the mnway 1s of swh length that the pllot 1s satzsfied to 
touch down near the aming pout, and ha s no bias to try to touch down 
either nearer or fkther awa,y from threshold. 

5.7 With these assumptions, and the tine-distance relatIonshIp given 111 
paragraph 4.3 above, it 1s possible :o draw curves for vcmaus speeds 
giving the loci of the latest points m an approach at wh~h the final 
manoeuvre under visul guidance must begin if the arcraft is to land 
within the assumed lmits. The cumes shown in the fill lines in F&(2) 
are for a nunp183r 200 feet wide, md for approach speeds from 100 to 200 
knot S. In the Sperry report referred to above, these were called 
"mandatory manoeuvring lmes". 

6 The effect of approach speed on the helRht ?IOGQ to which a coupler 
can be used 

6.1 Let us suppose that a large number of approaches have been made by 
operational pilots T,%th a certain coupler at a certain speed, and that the 
plan positions of' the aimrart in oath approach have been continuously 
rccotied together w.th the bank angles. If we exsmzne these records at a 
given distance fmm threshold we find various combinations of displacement 
error, track heading error, end honk angle. With eech combuution a 
certain the \iill be required for the pIlot to be able to aclueve the end 
conditions assumed in the final menoeuwe if he manoeuvres in the same 
manner as in the tests referred to in para.4.2. Let us imagine that each 
combuatzon is replaoed by another in vrhlch the track headjng error and 
bank ?+gle are zero, but m rkch the displsement is such that the pilot 
takes the same tune to achieve the assuned end condItIona, I.e. all the 
actual combinations are lmsgued to be replaced by equvalent displacements 
all with zero head.- errors and zero bank angles. If this 1s done for 
various distances from threshold, it 1s then possible to draTf lines whzzh 
represent the equivalent displacements tiich vnll be exceeded only on a 
given pementsge of occasions. The c:ctted lzne marked 125 kts on i'15.2 
zppmxunates to ths e$nvclent dis;,,lacements which l~lll be exceeded on only 
!$ of occasicns fcr eircraf't usmng 1-L-S. v"ith flight kwctor at tswal 
present 6ay approach speeds. The lues for speeds other thsn 12.5 knots have 
been obtained by assting that the displacements bear a linear relationship 
to approach speed. This may not be exactly true, but the discrepancy is 
unlikely to be large enough to m&e much difference to the overall plotwe 
obtained by m&kg thu assumption. 

6.2 The intersection of the mandatory msnoeuvrA% line for a given speed 
with the equivalent displacement Line for that speed gives the closest 
point to touch-down to which the coupler can be used In on aircraft with 
that approach speed with a suocess rate of VT&, assuming that the pilot 
makes the final msnoeuvms in accordance with the assumptions given u 
Sections (4) and (5) above. The intersections (marked vnth small cwcles) 
of the vancus pairs of lznes then form a curve connecting approach s-peed 
vath the distance from siming point at &ich the visually controlled 
manoeuvre must start for a success rate of 95$. This curve 1s shown in 
the fill line in Fi.g.3. Similar cuL7tes are shown dotted for mnvmys 150 f% 
and 300 fY mde. In these curves the distances have been converted into 
heights on a glidepath of I in 20. It will be noticed that the curve for 
the 300 ft mnwsy bends doomvards at a speed of about 95 knots. This means 
that below this speed a coupler of this accuracy can be used in aetith 
right down to the runwaymthcut the failure rate rising above 5%. 
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6.3 Ifin a partxular type of operation, a failure rate of !k$ is acceptable, 
then the curves an F1g.3 may be regsrdea as approximating to curves connecting 
cloud base height with approach speed for aircraft using m-al I.L.S. with 
flight director, provided visibility is good beneath the cloud base. k more 
accurate connection is obtained if the heights given on the diagram are 
increased by an amount equivalent to the height lost between bre&i.ng out of 
cloud end starting the corrective m-euvre. This additional height will 
correspond to a time period of about 2 or 3 seconds, and will vary from about 
20 feet to 40 feet over the speed range covered in the diagram. If the 
visibility is not good, then the downw& view of the aircraft has to be 
taken into account by m&in& use of the curves sham in Fig.1. 'By using 
these III coqunction tith Fig.3, the family of curves shovm in Fig.4 is 
obtained for a crossbar pattern of appmeoh lighting 3000 feet long, snd a 
mnwey 200 rt wide. The operator can now see the effect of increasea speed 
and poorer downvrard views on the slant range require3 to keep the failure 
rate below $ when any aircraft using a flight director lsnds on a runway 
wnth this pattern of visual aids. 

Stilar sets of curves can be prepared for runways of any width, rmthout 
approach hghting, or with a crossbar pattern 1500 f't long. 

7 Effect of increased accurecg in the approach coupler 

7.4 If the equivalent displacements at the various distances from threshold 
were half those given above, then the curves connecting approach speed rmth 
the ha at vrhxh the final manoeuvre under visual guiasnce must begin 
would be as shovm in Fig.5. These curves, in conJunction with those g?-ven 
in Fig.3, show that for a given approach speed, the height at which the 
visual manoeuvre must start is reduced by a comparatively small smount by 
using the more accurate coupler, but that this smount increases as the 
approach speed inorenses. It will also be seen that the speed end height 
at which the curve rel~resenting a given nmvray width bends over (indicating 
that on 35;; of occasions no visually controlled asinarth manoeuvre is 
necessary) are both rslsed. The -es shovm in Fig.5 msy be regard& as 
typical of an automatic approach coupler. 

7.2 It is also of interest to compare the performance of the two couplers 
discussed above v,ith that of a third coupler having equivalent displacements 
twxe as large as those given for the typical flight director. (This third 
coupler msy be regarded as representing conventionalmsnusl I.L.S. when the 
pilot is in good instrument flying practxe.) Fig.6 shows the connection 
between approach speed and slant range for a SFb landing success rate for an 
aircraft pnth a cc&pit cut-off angle of 12', using the three different 
couplers in conjunction with a 200' wide runway and a 3000' long crossbar 
approach lighting system. It will be seen that up to an approach speed of 
about 130 knots, there is a difference of only about 150 feet in slant range 
between automatic approach and I.L.S. with flight director, and between I.L.S. 
with flight director ati I.L.S. with cross-pointer meter. In view of the 
uncertainties of weather forecasting these differences are too small to be 
operationally significant. It seems, therefore, that if the pilots sre 
highly trained, and keep in good instrument flying praztioe, then increases 
in coupler accuracy within quite tide knmits will not reduce the operational 
weather minima, or increase reg.ilarity at the amroach speeds commonly used 
in transport aircraft at the present time, when operating on runways with 
approach lightuy systems 3000 ft. long. The arguments for using fZight 
directors and automatic couplers in these conditions must therefore rest on 
quite other grounds, i.e. those of safety. 

7.3 It can be seen fxomFig.6 that for speeds above about I30 knots, speed 
has sn increasing effect upon the operating limits attainable vzlth couplers 
of aifferent accuracy. To illustrate the effect of the length of the 
approach lighting system on the situationFig, has been dravm. This repeats 
the curves shown inFig.6, but assumes an approach lighting system only 
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.l500' long. It can be seen that an this case, even at present day 
approach speeds of 125 knots, there are appreciable differences in the 
performances of the couplers. Six&c sets of curves canbe drawn for 
ronways of different widths, for different lengths of approach lighting, 
end for aircraft with different cockpit cut-off angles. 

a Discussion of results and suggestions for improvq safety 

8.1 During an instrument approach a large number of things need to be 
monitored in a regular sequence. These include, heading, bank: angle, 
I.L.S. displacements, rate of descent, speed and altitude. In a manual 
approach one of these things will require adJustment from time to time, 
as for instance, heading, snd for a short time the pilot's conscious 
attention will be given to this. For this short time the monitoring 
process is interrupted, and if, during this time a second thing requires 
adjustment, as for instance, rate of descent, the adjustment actually 
made till probably be inexact, until the pilot can give his conscious 
attention to it. If the pilot has too muxh difficulty in making the 
originiit ad&&ment, due perhaps to turbulence or changes in cmss-xind, 
then a number of such inexact adjustments may be made, end a potentially 
dangerous situationmay build up. This seems to be v&at pilots mean when 
they say that they have become "mesmerised" by a particular instrument or 
group of instruments. Although the greater accuracy of the flight director 
and automatic couplers is advantageous at high speeds and with short 
approach lighting patterns, the main argment for their use rests on the 
fact that they enable the two matching processes described in paragraph 2.2 
above to be properly carried out without overloading the pilot. This may 
be of particular importance tienthe pilot has not had the opportunity to 
practice instrument lsu&ings in poor visibility under operational conditions 
for some time. The mpw-tence of having en sircraft control system such 
that the feel of the elevator control enables the pilot to ensure that the 
aircraft proceeds substantially along the previously estabhshed plane of 
descent v.%th lattle or no visual guidance, lies simply in the fact that 
it enables him to keep the situation stable in the vertical plane while he 
deals wxth the situation in the horizontal. Some fkture .sucraf% may have 
instrument approach speeds near or belowminimxa drag speed, and in these 
cases, it would seem that, in view of the poor quality of the visual 
guidance in the vertical plane, "feel" in this sense is a matter which 
requires careful investigation. 

8.2 3'ith the flight director the added complication, as compared vnth con- 
ventional manual I.L.S., is sndll, end a large increase in safety is there- 
fore obtained at a small cost in weight. Nith the automatic coupler the 
added complication is large, unless an automatic pilot %s already 
installed for other reasons, snd it is nxt certain that the overall safety 
level IS any greater than with the flight director. Indeed there are tso 
reasons for thinking that it might even be a little less. The first is 
that when the automatic coupler is disconnected, the pilot does not neces- 
sarily know what pressure to apply to the elevator control to maintain the 
established rate of descent, and since visual guidme in elevation is poor, 
there is a possibility that he till increase it. This danger could pmb- 
ably be obviated by keeping in the pitch control down to a low height, say, 
100 feet, If the ssimuth displacement is seen to be large, and the park- 
cular design of automatic pilot permits it, then it may be advantageous to 
disconnect the azimuth control before disconnecting the pitch control, 
because in the azsmuth plane the human pilot can make larger corrections 
3.n a given time. The second reason is that if the automatic coupler 
becomes unserviceable, snd the pilot has perfozoe to m&e a manual approach 
in bad visibility, he may, for lack of practice, be less able to deal with 
the situation. 
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8.3 In a manual I.L.S. approach, the procedure in many airlines is for the 
co-pilot to m&e the instrument approach, and for the pilot to look out 
for the lights, and take over for the final approach end landing v&en he 
considers that the visual. guidance is adequate. Since the height at which 
VM.AL gukknce becomes better than the instrumental guxdenoe is lower for 
the vertical plane then for the horizontal, it IS suggested that after the 
pilot takes over, the co-pilot should continue to mentor the position of 
the aircraft with reference to the instrumental glidepath down to, sey, 100 
feet. IIe might even take preventive action on his own initiative if the 
aircraft deviates too far from the glxdepath. This procedure wa~ld seem to 
be particularly desirable in axnraft in which t1.e cut-off line has a 
pronounced slope. 

8.4 It is suggested that in a G.C.A. appn,sch the pilot should give the 
controller his critical height at the beginning of the talk-dovm. When the 
earcraft reaches the renge corresponding to this height on the nominal glide- 
path, the controller should announce the fact, end thereafter give glidepath 
information only. To cortinue to give range end azimuth information beyond 
this point on the approaoh is simply to add "noise" to the control system, 
because if the pilot has made contact with the visual system (end he cannot 
legally contme the descent if he has not) he already has better range and 
azimuth information than the controller can give him. Beyond this critical 
point on the amnoach, glidepath information should be given in a steady 
rhythm at intervals of about one second, so that the pilot can extract a 
rate. The one thing which must always be avoided is to give the pilot 
glidepath information which leads him to inorease his rate of descent just 
as he goes visual, end then stop the flow of information before he has 
re-established a saEe and stable rate of descent. There is good reason for 
thinking that a stoppage of thxs kind, orunduly long intervals in the glide- 
path checks when near the ground, may have contributed to many undershoot 
accidents. With present procedures, if the pilot, due to some disturbing 
factor, fails to assimilate a height check, he may be as mxh as I4 seconds 
rmthout any height information. This is far too long for high speed aircraft 
when below break-off height, particularly if the aircraft is at a speed such 
that the pilot has to use the throttle to control the rate of descent. The 
proposed procedure has the added advantage that the actual break-off point is 
not affected by errors in the altimeter. (It is understood that, due to 
hysteresis in the capsule, these may be as large as 200 feet.) It also 
eliminates the possibility of the controller making en error thrcxrgh changing 
back and forwards from one scope to the other. 

8.5 It is suggested that pilots should have periodical courses of training 
on a landing simulator. The fknotion of such a trainer is not for practicing 
instrument approaches, but to demonstrate the pitfalls in the transition 
process and in the subsequent period of visual flight, particularly hen 
disturbing factors are intrti~ed. It is hard to see how a pilot can keep 
in practice for bad weather landings when it is considered that some long 
haul exline pilots make on the average only one per year. 

8.6 If approach speeds increase, .&/or downward views decrease, then the 
weather minima for the less accurate couplers ~~11 rise. This means that en 
improved angle of approach indicator would be increasingly effective. In a 
proposed new indicator the indications are obtain& by the use of stub bars, 
a method wbxh has the important advantage of increasing the under hoot 
warning time as well. In the installation now being flight tested 3 two 
paths are indicated, a Desired" path at about 3’ to the horizontal, 
originating from a point near the aiming pqmt, end a "lowest safe" path 
originating from a point near the threshold. This indicator has a further 
important advantage in that it can be used right down to the concrete. 

8.7 It is understood that in both civil and military operations a pilot 
may have en instrument rating check on one type of aircraft, snd may then be 
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regarded as covered for some other type 1~~ti-r substantially different 
characteristics. If the views put forward in this note are accepted, 
the pilots rating should apply only to sircraft with characteristrcs 
closely resembling those of the aircraft used for the ratsng test. 

9 Conclu6i~ remarks 

then 

9.1 If the arguments set cut above are correct, then certain penalties 
have to be paid for increased approach speeds and poor down~snd views. To 
some extent these penalties can be offset by better couplers and better 
visual ads. It is hoped that this ,tote vtil stimulate discussion of these 
problems, and that the various curves wall be of scme ai.rmediate assistance 
in enabling operators to decide what compromise will best meet their 
particular operational req~rements. It should be realised, hoProver, that 
these curves are in the nature of a vrorked example, and do not exactly 
represent any particular type of operation. It shoda also be rememberea 

that the ranges are those which the pilot mst have when he observes the 
ground pattern from the cockpit. 'Ben flyq m ram there may be a con- 
si2erabl.c difference in the mexcmum distance from mhich the ground Pattern 
can be seen from the co&pit compared with the axbnce It can be Seen by R 
static observer. 
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FIG.2.CURVES SHOWING POINT ON APPROACH WHERE VISUAL MANOEUVRE MUST START 
TO ACHIEVE 95% LANDING SUCCESS WITH I .L.S. FLIGHT DIRECTOR. 
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CUT- OFF ANGLES 

MEAWRED A5 IN NOTE 3, 
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FIG. 6. EFFECT OF APPROACH SPEED 8 TYPE OF APPROACH COUPLER ON SLANT 
RANGE REQUIRED FOR LANDING. APPROACH LIGHTING SYSTEM 3,000 FT. LONG. 
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FIG.7.EFFECT OF APPROACH SPEED AND TYPE 
OF APPROACH COUPLER ON SLANT RANGE 
REQUIRED FOR LANDING. APPROACH LIGHTING 

SYSTEM 1,500 FT. LONG. 
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